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Abstract
The Main Conclusion

The solar group can't be created by any random process.
i.e.

The Big Bang Concept is Unreal
The previous conclusion is produced easily and clearly through the solar planets data
analysis..
That means…
The Big Bang Theory contradicts strongly and clearly with the solar planets data
analysis and their geometrical meanings which supports the claim that, the big bang
concept is Unreal one.
This paper tries to show and prove this contradiction and to show that the solar
planets data analysis is the best way to understand the solar group origin and motion
which necessitates to review many other theories concern the solar group origin an
motion.
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2- Introduction
This paper claims to prove that, there are contradictions between the big bang
concept and the solar planets data analysis…
Claiming that, the solar planets diameters can't be found by any random process
In following pages we will discuss our proves for this claim…but here we need to
discuss another point… It's the geometrical meanings behind these 2 concepts
The big bang concept tells the solar group is created by random process
And here
I provide proves this isn't correct… what does that mean?
i.e.
The solar group is created by a mentioned logical, physical and geometrical process.
That's my main fighting point concerning the solar group geomtry…
The solar group creation is a process similar to giving birth for a child… there's no
random process here neither in the male and female bodies structure nor in the child
growth process.
What we have here is a mentioned process geometrically and physically …
This conclusion importance is beyond our capacity to express now… basically
because this conclusion gives us a clear justification to find the geometrical and
physical explanation for each piece of matter and space in the solar group- it tells us
nothing is found by random process or pure coincidence, rather the whole structure is
found based on geometrical reasons and effects. which create a real obligation to
know these geometrical and physical reasons and to understand the solar group
geometrical structure as clear as possible.
That may justify our previous question
What Geometrical Role Is Done By The Total Solar Eclipse?
This question which I have tried to answer in my previous papers
Does Earth Velocity Causes The Eclipse Phenomena? (T.S. Eclipse III)
http://vixra.org/abs/1903.0489
Why We See the Sun Disc = the Moon Disc? (T.S. Eclipse II)
http://vixra.org/abs/1903.0322
Total Solar Eclipse Analysis (Part I)
http://vixra.org/abs/1903.0091
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3-The Solar group can't be Created By Any Random Process (Proves)
3-1 The Solar Planets Diameters can't be Created By Any Random Process
I- Data
Table No.1
The Relationship
Earth Diameter / Venus Diameter
= Mars Diameter / Earth Radius

No Error More Than 1.5%
The Rate
A
=
=

Mars Diameter / Venus Radius
= Venus Diameter / Moon Circumference
= Moon Radius * Π/ Mercury Diameter
= Pluto Circumference / Mars Diameter
=Uranus Circumference / Jupiter Diameter
= lunar apogee radius /lunar perigee radius

=
=
=
=
=
=

Pluto Circumference / Earth Radius
= Mercury Circumference / Earth Diameter
= Earth Diameter / Moon Circumference
= Uranus Radius / Mars Circumference
= Jupiter Diameter / Saturn Diameter
= Saturn diameter / Uranus Diameter

=
=
=
=
=
=

Venus Radius / Mercury Diameter
= Uranus Diameter / Earth Circumference

=
=

A4

Uranus Diameter / Venus Circumference

=

A5

Jupiter Radius / Uranus Diameter
= Mercury Diameter / Moon Diameter
= Mars Diameter / Mercury Diameter

=
=
=

A6

A2

A3

I- Discussion
How The Solar Planets Were Created?
The current theory tells us that, there was a big star followed the sun which later is
exploded and from his matter the solar planets were created..!
So the solar planets were created by random process!
And when the planets diameters are created by random process… these diameters
will be related to each other strongly and clearly as the previous table shows and
proves…?! No logic here….!

Conclusion/
The Solar Planets Diameters Can't Be Created By Any Random Process.
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3-2 The Sun Diameter can't be Created By Any Random Process
I-Data

I found the following…..

The Sun Radius * Planet Eccentricity = Another Planet Diameter
Let's see that in the following table
Table No.2
Constant * Eccentricity
The Sun Radius * Mercury
696000
Eccentricity = 696000 *0.205 =
km
142680 km
The Sun
* Venus Eccentricity = 4872 km
Radius
* Earth Eccentricity = 11852 km
* Moon Eccentricity = 38280
* Mars Eccentricity = 65424 km
* Jupiter Eccentricity = 34104 km
* Saturn Eccentricity = 39672 km
* Uranus Eccentricity = 32016
* Neptune Eccentricity = 7656
*Pluto eccentricity = 169824

Diameter
= Jupiter Diameter

Error
-

= Mercury diameter
= Venus diameter
=Venus Circumference
= Mars diameter *Π2
= Moon diameter *Π2
=Earth Circumference

2.2%
2.5 %
1%
1.9%
-

=Mercury Radius * Π (Π+1)

=Pluto circumference
=Moon radius*Π4

II-Discussion
Spite I can't explain the previous table geometrically, but we can easily see that, all used data are
real solar planets data
Simply, we may conclude that, the sun diameter is created to be qualified for such table
Why or what the geometrical importance of this table… I still can't answer that, but because all data
is a real data we can't consider this table is found by pure coincidences… of course there's a
geometrical necessary behind it
But to explain this geometrical necessary we need to understand clearly why the planet motion has
eccentricity…? Or much better why the planet motion trajectory is an ellipse
Please read my argument
Why The Solar Planet Motion Trajectory is An Ellipse?(revised)
http://vixra.org/abs/1902.0291

Conclusion/

The Sun Diameter Can't Be Created By Any Random Process.
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3-3 Venus Diameter can't be Created By Any Random Process

Conclusion/

Venus Diameter Can't Be Created By Any Random Process.
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3-4 Earth Diameter can't be Created By Any Random Process
I- Data

Table No.4
"The Solar Planets Diameters Total Relationship With The Moon Orbit"
If Earth diameter = 12756 km, is considered to be = 1
i.e. The Earth Circumference which = 40080 km, will be just =Π
So The Following Is Correct
 Earth Circumference
=Π
 Solar Inner Planets diameter total
=Π
 Moon motion free space (from perigee to apogee) = Π
(the free space without the moon diameter)

1.3%

 Moon Perigee orbit radius
 Solar outer planets diameters total

=9Π
=9Π

-

 Moon orbit apogee radius
 All solar planets diameters total
 2 Jupiter diameter + Saturn diameter
 Saturn Circumference
= Moon orbit radius at total solar eclipse

=10 Π
=10 Π
=10 Π
=9.5Π

1.2
1
-

 Jupiter Circumference
 The Sun diameter

=11 Π
=11 Π2

Error

1.9
1.2

II- Discussion
This table we have discussed frequently before…please review it clearly. The Earth Circumference
should be considered the cornerstone in the solar planets diameters total…
The planet diameter has another importance because I claim that the planet orbital distance is
defined relating to the planet diameter – this argument I have discussed in my previous paper

The Sun Gravity Concept is Unreal (Proves)
http://vixra.org/abs/1903.0569
Please Read Also

Earth Circumference
http://vixra.org/abs/1812.0434
And

There Are Relativistic Effects In The Solar Group
http://vixra.org/abs/1903.0565

Conclusion/

Earth Diameter Can't Be Created By Any Random Process.
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4- A Suggested Description For The Solar Group Origin And Creation
The Description Hypothesis:
The research provides 5 hypothesis as following
1st Hypothesis
The Solar Group Is Created From One Energy
1st Hypothesis Explanation:

1- Planet matter is created of Energy, (E=mc2) supports that
2- Planet Orbital Distance (Space) is Energy also
3- Planet matter and orbital distance both are created from the same energy (will
be explained with 3rd hypothesis)
4- The Solar Group Is Created Of One Energy Only (the original energy)
5- The solar group original energy is found before any Planet matter birth
6- The solar group is similar to one trajectory of Energy and each planet is a point
on it.
7- The solar group also is similar to a great river has many canals and these canals
created soils on their banks…, so the river with canals and soils are of them are
created from the same water (the same energy)
8- The solar group is similar also to a creature body has different members, where
the same blood moves through these members to provide the needs.
This Hypothesis is discussed in following papers
Solar Group Geometrical Structure
http://vixra.org/abs/1805.0081
and
Definition of Space (Revised)
http://vixra.org/abs/1810.0307
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2nd Hypothesis
The Solar Group Is One Geometrical Structure
2nd Hypothesis explanation:

1- The solar group original energy depends on geometrical rules (will be
explained with 4th hypothesis)
2- Theses geometrical rules form together one geometrical structure
3- The solar planets form together one geometrical structure. Each planet is a part
of this same geometrical structure and performs a specific job or contribution
for this same geometrical structure. So all solar planets cooperate and integrate
together to produce this one geometrical structure.
4- The geometrical structure which is produced by the solar planets cooperation
and integration is the same geometrical structure which is produced by the
original energy geometrical rules. The original energy motion can be similar to
a painting drawn by a pencil, then the planets matters are created to move in
the same trajectory which can be similar to colours for this same painting but
the picture is the same (the motion trajectory is the same).
5- Each planet data is created to be suitable for this planet role or contribution in
the general geometrical structure.
6- There's no absent planet, that means the general geometrical structure is a
complete by the found 10 planets (because the original energy created planets
enough for the general geometrical structure)
7- Based on that, Solar Planets Data is in harmony with each other (and
complementary to each other)
8- The planet motion depends on the planet data and not on the gravity
9- Based on the solar planets data general harmony, the planets motions general
harmony is produced. And based on the planets motions general harmony,
Kepler 3rd law is produced.
10- The general geometrical structure aims to pass the energy through the solar
group (the energy passing through the solar group is similar to the blood
passing through the creature body to provide the required energy)
This Hypothesis is discussed in following papers
Kepler 3rd Law Explanation (a Claim Against Nobel Prize Board Decision in Physics
2018)
http://vixra.org/abs/1810.0053
Kepler 3rd Law Explanation (Part No.2) (To Support my Claim Against Nobel Prize
Board Decision in Physics 2018)
http://vixra.org/abs/1810.0485
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3rd Hypothesis
The Planet mass and orbital distance is created from the same energy (Theory of
Matter Creation)
3rd Hypothesis explanation:

1- In Young Experiment (Double Slit Expeirment), the light coherence produces
bright fringes and dark fringes
2- We see the bright fringes as matters (masses)
3- We see the dark fringes as distances (Space)
4- This explains the planet diameter and orbital distance relationships.
Why we see the bright fringes as matters? This will be answered in the following hypothesis..

This Hypothesis is discussed in following papers
Why The Light Is The Universe Highest Velocity?
http://vixra.org/abs/1801.0369
and
Special Relativity Hypothesis Reason (Matter Creation Theory)
http://vixra.org/abs/1801.0343
4th Hypothesis
The solar group moves based on a physical law and not in chaos because of the
human mind effect on the universe
relationship)

(the planet motion and human knowledge

4th Hypothesis explanation:

1- The human mind contains electromagnetic waves (may travel by c velocity)
2- I suppose the realization process in human mind works by c velocity
3- Special Theory of Relativity tells us that, if there's a difference in velocity =c
between 2 observers each one will see the other as light beam… but if both
observers moves by c velocity there's no difference in velocity so both of them
will see the other as a matter
4- That's why we see the bright fringes as matters because our minds works by
this same velocity..
5- That answers why the planet moves by a physical law and no in chaos…
because the matter in the universe is created as an effect of the human mind on
the universe.
Note Please: the electric pulses moves slowly in the human body liquids because the
light moves slowly in the liquids, but the light will restore his velocity in vacuum…
which proves there's a motion with c velocity inside the human mind.. (Note also, the
realization process is the responsible for vision, that tells the effect on vision in fact is
effect on realization process!)
This Hypothesis is discussed in following papers
The Observer Effect On The Observation Results (Space = Energy=mc2)
http://vixra.org/abs/1810.0343
Gerges Francis Tawadrous/
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5th Hypothesis
Earth Moon is The Solar Group Energy Motion indicator
5th Hypothesis explanation:

1- The Solar Group Energy is reflected inside the moon orbit (to concentrate the
energy)
2- The reflected energy in the moon orbit can be similar to a sea of water and the
moon is a paper boat. That's why the moon is the energy motion indicator
3- The solar group energy is reflected in the moon obit with small values (shorter
distances) because of lorentz length contraction effect
4- There are relativistic effects in the solar group which enable the solar group
whole energy to be reflected in the moon obit to concentrate the energy
5- We can't observe the high velocity which produces the relativistic effects but
we can observe the relativistic effects in the planets different data
6- The relativistic effects cause the distances values to be seen in time values and
vice versa…
This Hypothesis is discussed in following papers
The Moon Orbit Analysis
http://vixra.org/abs/1811.0422
The Moon Geometry
http://vixra.org/abs/1811.0389
The Conclusions
1- The Solar Planets motions trajectory is a pyramid
2- The planet motion trajectory is a square and not an ellipse
3- The energy concentration in the moon orbit aims to produce the sun rays where
the sun rays are produced on the moon orbit energy
These Conclusions are discussed in following papers
The Solar Group Geometrical Structure is A Pyramid (Revised)
http://vixra.org/abs/1811.0060
Solar Planet Motion Trajectory Is A Square And Not An Ellipse
http://vixra.org/abs/1811.0135
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